Am I on right track in investigating CAS?

WGD A?

Brunsson?

Fit OKAY.

Methodical (algorithm)

CASI/GA

System

Fits with my personality

Fits with flow

and "lack of importance"
How does CTS get mobile? Is this 

Vincent made about it. He has another one.

Research Question = ?

I am interested in finding out about the BA.

Research is interested in finding out about what people are thinking about.
I study genetic algorithms as a method for design.

organizational change.

Problem Domain = IS design
Challenge = doesn't work
Hypothesis = designers don't understand complexity, but...

Why do we have to study the people...
What is the population?

20 computer programs.
Fitness is measured in even

Fitness landscape?
Organizational form = strategy + structure

Vernal (CSM) can describe

s strategy

planning process

shaping

structure

bunch define organization